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The notion of equifairness, strengthening the familiar notion of fairness, is introduced as a 
scheduling policy of nondeterminism and concurrency. Under this notion, it is infinitely often 
the case that the number of selections of each of a family of infinitely often jointly enabled 
processes is equal. A proof rule for proving equifair termination is introduced and proved to be 
semantically complete. 1. 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we introduce the new concept of equifairness, a strengthening of the 
familiar concept of fairness, one of the central notions in the theory of nondeter- 
minism and concurrency. This notion imposes stronger restrictions on infinite com- 
putations, requiring infinitely many equafizations among sets of directions along 
infinite computations. In particular, we study the property of equzfair termination, 
the corresponding strengthening of fair termination [ 13, 16, 21, requiring the 
absence of infinite equifair computations. 
As our main tool of study, we present proof rules for equifair termination for GC, 
the language of guarded commands [S] and prove their soundness and semantic 
completeness with respect to the semantics of computation trees. On the one hand, 
this is an attempt towards understanding properties of programs executed under a 
variety of restrictions on infinite behavior, a variety richer than the usual fairness 
assumption, by means of a representative concept. On the other hand, this study 
examines the power of the helpful directions proof paradigm, previously applied 
only to the familiar notion of fairness. A general treatment of an uninterpreted 
family of generalizations of fairness, in connection with the same paradigm, appears 
in [8]. In a companion study [12], another attempt of testing this paradigm is 
done, where the fairness notion is preserved while extending the programming 
language to (a subset of) CSP [ 151. A comprehensive discussion of the related 
issues may be found in [7]. 
One possible interpretation of this concept is in terms of a situation in which n 
processors, roughly of the same speed, execute a program. They may overtake each 
* A preliminary version of part of this paper was presented in [ 111. Another part appeared in 
preliminary form in [lo]. 
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other locally, but in the long run are equal. Another interpretation is an abstraction 
of a specific kind of probabilistic execution thereby disregarding probabilistic, inter- 
nal details in reasoning about the program. 
1.1. Equzyairness 
Recall that a fair execution of an iterative statement with n directions (possible 
choices) means that every direction which is infinitely often enabled is also infinitely 
often taken, and the corresponding command executed. (The language-dependent 
notions of direction, enabledness and of being taken are explicitly defined in the 
sequel.) However, there is no further commitment (by the fair scheduler) as to 
relative scheduling of the enabled guards, e.g., as far as the number of times they are 
being chosen for execution. 
In this paper, we are interested in a more committed scheduler-one that tries to 
give an equally fair chance to each guard in a group of jointly enabled guards. In its 
strongest form, the scheduler guarantees that if such a group of guards is infinitely 
often enabled along an infinite computation, then there exist infinitely many time 
instants where all these guards are equalized, namely have been (all) chosen the 
same number of times. We call such an execution a strongly equifair execution and 
the corresponding scheduler a strongly equlfair scheduler. Weak equifairness and 
unconditional equifairness are correspondingly defined, replacing “infinitely often” 
by “almost everywhere” (or continuously), or removing any conditioning what- 
soever. 
To give the flavor of the concept, we note that in an equifair behavior of an 
unbounded buffer, the buffer becomes empty infinitely often, whenever the read and 
write operations have been equalized. At such instants, “buffer maintenance” may 
take place. A typical simple program, UE, exemplifying the concept of uncon- 
ditionally equifair termination is shown in Fig. 1, where x is an integer variable. 
The program is expressed in the GC language, to be discussed in more detail in the 
sequel. 
The program UE is not fairly terminating, as demonstrated by the infinite fair 
sequence of guard selections (112)‘“. However, it terminates under unconditionally 
equifair execution: whenever the two guards are equalized, say after k > 0 times 
since the previous equalization, the new value of x is x0+ k-2k=x0-k<x,, 
(where x0 is the old value at the previous equalization state). Thus, an infinite 
sequence containing infinitely many equalized states would cause an eventual drop- 
ping of x below t&a contradiction. This phenomenon is the basis of the suggested 
proof rule for equifair termination, extending Floyd’s method of using well-founded 
sets for termination proofs [9], -previously extended to fair termination proofs. 
UE:: *[l:x>o+x:=x+ 1 
0 
2:x>O~x:=u-2 
1 
FIG. 1. Program UE. 
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SE:: *[I:,_>0 +x:= I + 1 
II 
2:z>o +?‘:=?‘+ I 
0 
3:~>OAx=y-+z=~-l 
I. 
FIG. 2. Program SE 
A typical simple program SE demonstrating the concept of strong equifairness is 
shown in Fig. 2 where X, y, and z range over the natural numbers. 
The program SE is not strongly fair terminating in an initial state satisfying 
x =_r A z > 0, as is evident from the infinite, strongly fair computation 1( 12)“‘. 
However, it is strongly equifair terminating in that state: whenever the set of jointly 
enabled directions { 1,2} is equalized, x = y holds again and direction 3 becomes 
enabled and must be eventually taken, thereby decrementing z. Thus, z = 0 will 
eventually hold and the program terminates. The treatment of weak equifairness is 
analogous and is omitted. 
Since, in general, the equifairness criteria need not be definable in terms of the 
proper state of the program, we have to add auxiliary variables, called direction 
counters and assignments to these variables. These variables count the number of 
times the various directions are taken. Hence, we defer the formal definitions to 
after the introduction of these auxiliary elements. 
1.2. The language GC of guarded commands 
We consider the language GC of guarded commands [IS, 61 as the programming 
language in terms of which equifairness is presented. This is a well-known for- 
malism for the description of nondeterministic computations and has a well-defined 
(formally and informally specified) semantics. The GC language contains the usual 
assignment statements and the skip statement, which has no effect. It also has 
sequential composition with its usual meaning. The main constructs of interest from 
our point of view are the nondeterministic selection and repetition. We use the 
following notation for the latter: 
s:: * 
[ 
0 i:Bi+Si 
i= I.,, 1 
where the Bis are Boolean expressions called guards and S, is any GC program. We 
refer to i: B, --) Si as the ith direction. 
A state g for a program S is a mapping from the variables of S to their respective 
domains. A direction i is enabled in a state (r (in which control is located in front of 
an iterative statement S as above) if B, holds in (T. A set of directions A E {l,..., n} is 
,jointly enabled in a state 0 if the joint guard B, (defined by A,, A B,) holds in U. 
To capture the usual (operational) semantics of GC, we may associate with every 
GC program S and initial state 0 a labeled tree T,(o), capturing all computations 
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of S from 0. Nodes in this tree are labeled with (intermediate) states of S. A node 
has one descendant for each direction enabled in the state labelling it. The arcs are 
labeled by the appropriate direction. The subtree to which an arc labeled i leads 
represents the computations of Si and, recursively, the rest of the iterations of S. A 
leaf is always labeled by a state satisfying iv;= , ,, B,. Infinite paths represent 
diverging computations. Note that T,(a) is always finitely branching. We also refer 
to a path in this tree as an execution (or computation) sequence. The formal con- 
struction of such trees is well known in semantics and we skip a more detailed 
description of it here. 
2. UNCONDITIONAL EQUIFAIRNESS 
In order to be able to express the property of unconditional equifairness, we 
augment each GC iterative statement S with direction counters c, ,..., c,,, which are 
(new) auxiliary variables, needed only for the sake of expressing the property and, 
later, the proof. Thus, the form of an iterative statement becomes the following: 
S’::c,:=ez:= . . ..=o. 
* 0 i:B;+S,;c;:=c;+l 
[ ,tl 1 
We denote by S,! the augmented body of the ith direction. Obviously, S and S’ 
have the same computations modulo the original states, since the added counters 
do not have any effect on the flow of the computation. 
The introduction of the c;s can be avoided in case their value can be determined 
as a function of the state. We do not bother with this issue here. We use the 
abbreviation E(r) for an augmented state 5, to mean that 5 is an equalized state, 
i.e., ci = ... = c, holds in {. 
In this section only, we further assume that B, = ... = B,, is an invariant of the 
program. In other words, all directions are simultaneously enabled or disabled, and 
we may take them all as the same guard, B. This assumption is relaxed when strong 
equifairness is discussed in the sequel. 
DEFINITION. For a typical iterative statement SE GC and a computation path 
n E T,(r), 
1. 7c is unconditionally equifair (UEF) iff it is finite, or infinite and contains 
infinitely many equalized states. 
2. S is unconditionally equifair terminating (UEFT) iff all its unconditionally 
equifair execution sequences are finite. 
Thus, in a UEFT program S, every infinite execution sequence contains only 
finitely many equalized states. In other words, from some point onwards, all states 
are non-equalized. We refer to such a tail as an equalization-avoiding path. 
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We use the notation [“p] S[q] to denote the fact that, for a preconditionp, S is 
UEFT with a post condition q-holding upon termination. We restrict our attention 
to proving termination only, always taking q = true at the top level, using partial 
correctness reasoning (see, e.g. [ 11) to establish q at intermediate levels. As for fair- 
ness, properties of the final state (if such a state is present) are independent of any 
scheduling policies. 
Obviously, every unconditionally fair terminating GC program ([I 13, 73) is also 
unconditionally equifair terminating, since an unconditionally equifair computation 
is also unconditionally fair by definition. 
In case a UEFT program is executed by an unconditionally equifair scheduler, it 
will always terminate. 
A simple “implementation” of a scheduler which guarantees unconditional 
equifairness uses a random (natural) number generator. It keeps a table of n (the 
number of guards) entries, initially all equal to zero. Whenever it discovers that all 
entries are equal to zero, it draws a random natural number, say k, and initializes 
all the table entries to k. Whenever the direction i, 1 d i d n is selected for execution, 
the corresponding entry is decremented by 1. A direction will not be taken if its 
corresponding entry is equal to 0, even though it is enabled at that stage. Such a 
scheduler can be used for proving equifair termination as suggested by [2, and 41, 
by reducing it to ordinary termination of a combination of the original program 
and the thus constructed schedule. We pursue here an approach directly applicable 
to the original program. 
We next proceed to introduce our proof rule UEFT (see Fig. 3) for proving 
unconditionally-equifair termination. This rule (and the subsequent one for the 
strong case) should be used in conjunction with the usual partial correctness rules 
for GC (see Cl]). The basic intuition behind the suggested rule is to find a well- 
founded variant which decreases whenever the state becomes equalized and does not 
increase between successive equalized states. Thus, an infinite decreasing sequence 
would occur in the presence of infinitely many equalized states, in contradiction to 
well-foundedness. As the completeness proof shows, we can always consider an 
initial sequence of the countable ordinals as the required well-founded partially 
ordered set. 
To prove [“p] S’[true]: 
Find: a well-fohd‘ed, part&ly-ordered, set ( W, f ). a parametrized invariant pi: x,T x W + {true, false}, 
satisfying: 
1. (1NIT)p -+ 3~: pi(w) 
2. (CONT)(pi(H,) A M’ > 0) * V,, ,f?, 
3. (TERWpW)+ (lV,,J,) 
4. (NOINC)[“pi(w) A B,] S,‘[lE --t 3~: u < H’ A pi(u)], for i6 I and w > 0. 
5. (DEC)[“pi(w) A B,] S,‘[E + 30: v < w r\ pi(u)], for ie I and w > 0. 
FIG. 3. Rule UEFT (unconditionally equifair termination). 
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uE’::c, := c2:= c:= 0; 
*[:.x>~-+x:=x+ l;c,:=c, + 1; [c, =c~-+c:=c,~c, #c?+skip] 
II 
2: x>O -+X:=X-~; c2:=cz + 1; [c, = c2 -+ c:=c,Oc, fc, -t skip] 
1. 
FIG. 4. Augmented Program UE’ 
Let Cz, denote the domain of states of the augmented GC iterative statement S’. 
The meaning of the proof rule is as follows: 
Find a well-founded ordering ( W, < ) and a parametrized invariant pi(w), which 
is initially established (by (INIT)), is preserved with a nonincreasing parameter u 
after the execution of any enabled direction (NOINC), and is preserved with a 
strictly smaller parameter u whenever the result of following an enabled direction is 
an equalized state (DEC); finally, pi(O) implies termination. Here 0 is used as a 
generic name for a minimal element in W. Thus, for each such minimal element, pi 
of that element must imply that all guards are false. We did leave in the rule the dis- 
tinction of different guards Bi though, by assumption, B s&ices. This is because a 
later version, used for the strong case and having additional clauses, refers to dif- 
ferent guards. 
A notable difference between this rule for equifairness and previous rules for fair- 
ness if that a rank decrease is not attributed any more to a specific direction: rather, 
it is attributed to an event during computation, namely, direction equalization. 
Following is an example of the application of the rule UEFT. 
EXAMPLE. Consider again the program UE mentioned above, augmented with 
direction counters (see Fig. 4). In this proof we add another auxiliary variable, L’, 
recording the common value of the counters at equalization points, We want to 
prove [“x = 0] UE’[true]. 
We take I@ as -?V, the natural numbers, with their usual ordering. As the 
parametrized invariant we choose 
pi(x,c,,c,,c,n)~‘[(n=O A x<O) v (n>O A x>O) 
A n=x-(C,-c)+2(c2-C)] 
A c30 A c,>c A c,>c. 
The intuitive meaning of the invariant is that the parameter n is equal to the 
value of x at the most recent equalized (augmented) state. In particular, whenever 
an equalized state is reached, c, = c2 = c, and n =x. We show next that the clauses 
of the proof rule UEFT hold. 
(INIT) trivial. Take n = if x < 0 then 0 else x. (Recall that c = c, = c2 = 0 holds by 
the augmented program construction.) 
(CONT), (TERM) trivial. 
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(NOINC) for i = 1 we have to show, after substituting the effect of executing the 
first direction: 
pi(x, cl, cl, c, n) A x > 0 A c1 + 1 # c2 -+3m:m<n A pi(x+ l,c, + 1,c2, c,m). 
Clearly, we may choose m = n, since c is unchanged in this case, so x - (c, - c) + 
2(,c, - c) = x + 1 - ((c, + 1) -c) + 2(c, -c). 
For i= 2, we have to show: 
pi(x,c,,c,,c,n) A x>O A c,+lfc, +3m:m<n A pi(x-2, c,,c,+l,c,m). 
Again, we may choose m = n. 
(DEC) For i= 1, we have to show: 
pi(X,cl,c2,c,n) A x>O A c,+l=c,+3m:m<n A pi(x+l,c,+l,~~,c,,m). 
The antecedent implies n = x - (c, - c) + 2(c, - c), and since c, < c2, clearly 
n > x + 2. But since c1 + 1 = c2, we choose m =x + 1 for the consequent. 
For i = 2. we have to show: 
pi(x, Cl, c2, c, n) A x >o A c2 + 1 = c, -+3m:m<n A pi(x-2,c,,c,+l,c,,m). 
It is easy to verify that m = if x < 2 then 0 else x - 2 does the job. 
THEOREM (SOUNDNESS OF UEFT). 
For a typical iterative statement SE GC: 
V+UEFT [“PI S[Itruel, then k [“p] S_[trueJ - _ _ 
Proof: The proof is similar to contradictions to well-foundedness arising in the 
case of fairness ([ 131). Assume that all the clauses of UEFT apply but the program 
is not UEFT. Thus, there exists a state { satisfying p for which S contains an 
infinite computation with infinitely many different equalization points. 
Thus, there exists an infinite sequence wi, j>, 1, such that pi(wi) holds for these 
equalization states and 
contradicting the well foundedness of W. 1 
THEOREM (SEMANTIC COMPLETENESS OF UEFT) 
For a typical iterative statement SE GC: 
if + [“p] S[true], then bUEFT [“p] S[true] -__ - _ _ _ 
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. 
. 
FIG. 5. Cone exits. 
The proof is along similar lines to that for the semantic completeness of the rule 
for unconditionally fair termination, applying the cone construction ([ 13, 73). The 
main idea is to take an inlinite, not well-founded tree T&t,) the infinite paths of 
which are unconditionally equifair and contract it to another infinite tree TX,(&) 
which is well-founded (but, of course not necessarily finitely branching as T,.(t,) 
is). 
Proof: Consider any initial state [,, satisfying p, and the tree r&to). 
DEFINITION. For a state occurrence 4 E T&&,), we let CONE([) be the set of all 
state occurrences residing on equalization-avoiding infinite paths of r,.(&,) 
originating at <. The state 4 is the root. 
Such a cone will be contracted to a node in Y&(<O). 
We now observe the following cone exit property: 
A computation path leaves a cone CONE(S), iff it is either finite, or contains an 
equalized state (see Fig. 5). 
We proceed with an inductive definition of a hierarchy of families of states, cover- 
ing all the states occurring on infinite paths of T,.(&). 
Induction Basis. We distinguish between two cases: 
a. The root to is the origin of an equalization-avoiding path. In this case, 
define 
b. Otherwise, take C, = 
In both cases, we say that Co 
Co = CONE( to). 
(501. 
is at level 0 with root to 
Induction Step. Assume that CiP 1 = CONE(r,_ 1) is constructed at level i - 1 at 
an equalized root tip,. If no infinite path leaves CONE(S,_ ,), Ci_ , has no descen- 
dant cones. Otherwise, consider such an infinite path leaving the cone. By the cone- 
exit property, it contains an occurrence of an equalized state. For any such path 
construct CONE (t;) at level i for l; the nearest equalized state along the path (see 
Fig. 6). Finally, if Ci_ , = (tip ,}, treat it like to in the basis step. 
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FIG. 6. Descendant cones. 
We now establish the crucial property of the constructed hierarchy, denoted as 
cone chain. 
There does not exist an infinite chain of descendant cones CONE(ri), i= 0, l,..., 
whose roots Lji, i= 0, l,... reside on a computation sequence of T&t,). 
Assume the contrary, i.e., the existence of an infinite chain of descendant cones 
whose roots reside on a computation sequence of rr(tO) (as shown in Fig. 7). By 
the construction, the root labels ti, i>O, are all equalized states. Hence, this 
existing infinite path has infinitely many nodes labeled with equalized states, and 
therefore is an infinite unconditionally equifair path. This contradicts the 
assumption that the given program s’ (whose execution tree is T,‘(&,)) uncon- 
ditionally equifair terminates for all initial states satisfying the precondition. Hence, 
such an infinite chain cannot exist. 
We now have everything needed for the construction of T$(tO) out of the cones. 
The nodes are all the C:s of the above constructed hierarchy as well as all original 
nodes not contained in any cone. By the construction, these additional nodes have 
a finite subtree or have a descendant which is a root of another cone. The edges are 
those of original tree connecting the new nodes. By the cone chain property the tree 
T$([,) is well-founded. 
FIG. 7. An infinite chain of descendant cones. 
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By applying a standard ranking procedure we obtain the ranking p, assigning 
each node a countable ordinal. All leaves are ranked 0, and every intermediate node 
is ranked by the successor of the least upper bound of the ranks of its (possibly 
countably many) descendants. 
In order to overcome the dependency of the ranking on the initial state to, we 
actually rank a larger tree T&t,, obtained by joining together all the trees above as 
subtrees of a fictitious root, for every initial state satisfying the precondition. 
Using the ranking p we are now able to construct the required parametrized 
invariant. We define: 
pi([, w) gf 35’: 5 E CONE(r’) A p(CONE(t’)) = w 
V 
1 35’: 5 E CONE(t’) A p(t) = u’. 
We now have to show that the invariant pi as defined above satisfies all the 
clauses of the proof rule. 
INIT: clear, since to E Co, and w = p( C,) satisfies pi. 
CONT: by the ranking, w>O implies that the node is not a leaf. 
TERM: clear. 
NOINC, DEC: if a move leads to an equalized state, it left a cone and the 
resulting state has a lower rank; otherwise, the rank either decreases or, if in the 
same cone, does not change. 
3. STRONG EQUIFAIRNESS 
In this section we present a proof rule for strongly equifair termination, apply it 
to examples and show its soundness and semantic completeness. We again assume a 
typical iterative statement SE CC of the form: S:: *[O,t, i: B, --f S,], with arbitrary 
Boolean guards, Bi, i E Z. 
DEFINITION. A set of directions A c I is jointly enabled in a state e if cl= B, 
(recalling that B, is defined as A,tA B,). 
In order to express strong equifairness, we augment each n-directional GC 
program with n x 2”-’ direction counters, which again are auxiliary variables, 
needed only for the sake of the proof. For each iE I let Al, 1 d j < 2”- ‘, be some 
fixed enumeration of the subsets of I containing i. The counter c/ counts the number 
of times the direction i was executed when the set of directions A j was jointly 
enabled. The form of an augmented iteration statement is shown in Fig. 8. In the 
sequel, we occasionally refer to the augmented program as if it is the given one, 
using the same name and omitting the superscript. 
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is’:: *co,_ ,,“i:B,-t[B,I~c,‘:=cf+l 
0 
1 B,! -+ skip 
1 
FIG. 8. Augmented program for equifairness. 
The auxiliary section increases the counters cj of direction i by one (when Si is 
executed) for every jointly enabled set of directions Aj containing i. Also, S( denotes 
the augmented body of direction i in S’. Note that the counters were not initialized 
to zero, but may have any initial values satisfying a given precondition. At the top 
level of a proof we assume initial values all equal to 0. In the examples, we augment 
the programs only with those counters that participate in the proof, and omit 
reference to all others. Obviously, S and S’ have the same computation modulo the 
original states, since the added counters do not have any effect on the flow of the 
computation. Once again, the introduction of the cps can be avoided in case their 
value can be determined from the state. We do not bother with this issue here. We 
use the abbreviation E_.,(t), for augmented state 5, to mean that 5 is an A-equalized 
state, i.e., 5 k c;;= ‘.. =c$ for A=fi,,...,i,}=A(;... =A$, k>l. Thus, the 
initial value of the counters are taken into account also. Note that for JAJ = 1, every 
state is A-equalized. 
DEFINITION. For a typical iterative statement SE GC, and computation path 
n E T,(L): 
(1) rr is strongly equifair iff it is finite, or infinite and contains infinitely many 
A-equalized states for every A E I that is infinitely often jointly enabled along n. 
(2) A program S is strongly equifair terminating (abbreviated SEFT) iff all its 
strongly equifair execution sequences are finite. We use the notation [“p] S[true]. 
Thus, in a strongly equifair terminating program S, every infinite execution 
sequence contains only finitely many A-equalized states for some infinitely often 
jointly enabled set of directions A c I. In other words, from some point onwards, all 
states are non-A-equalized. We refer to such a tail as A-equalization avoiding. 
Note that every SFT GC program is also SEFT since a strongly equifair com- 
putation sequence is also strongly fair. If a SEFT program is executed by a strongly 
equifair scheduler, it will always terminate, since infinite strongly equifair sequences 
are not generated by such a scheduler, by definition. 
A simple “implementation” of a scheduler, which guarantees strong equifairness, 
uses a random (natural) number generator. It keeps a table T(A, i), 4 # A G Z, in A, 
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Q::{x=y A a=b A z20} 
*[1:z>O-tx:=x+l 
II 
2:z>O_r[x=y+a:=a+l 
11 
xfy-tskip 
];y:=y+ 1 
II 
3:z>O A x=y-+b:=b+l 
0 
4:z>O A a=b-+z:=z-l 
I. 
FIG. 9. Program Q. 
initially with all entries equal to zero. Whenever it discovers that all the entries 
corresponding to some A are equal to zero, it draws a random natural number, say 
k, and reinitializes all these entries to k. Whenever the guard Bi, i E I, is selected for 
execution, the entries corresponding to all sets containing i which are jointly 
enabled at that stage are decremented by 1. A direction will not be selected for 
execution if there is an entry corresponding to a set of jointly enabled guards con- 
taining it and equal to 0, even though it is enabled at that stage. 
Actually, for technical reasons, we consider a slight variation, where the table has 
some arbitrary initial values (this becomes clear when the recursive application of 
the intended rule is discussed). 
An example of a strongly equifair terminating program Q is shown in Fig. 9. 
By { 1,2) equalization, x =y is infinitely often true. Then, by (2, 3) equalization, 
a = b will infinitely often be the case, and hence direction 4 is infinitely often 
enabled, and z decremented, whereby Q strongly equifair terminates. A formal 
SEFT proof follows after the introduction of the proof rule. 
We next proceed to introduce the proof rule SEFT (see Fig. 10) for strongly 
equifair termination. The basic intuition behind the suggested rule is to find a well- 
founded, partially-ordered set, and a variant function of the state, which decreases 
To prove [“p] S[true]: 
Find: a-w&fbunded, partially-ordered, set (IV, < ), a parametrized invariant pi: x.s* x IV-+ {true, 
false}, 
and, for each 0 < w E W, a set ( #D, c I (decreasing set), all satisfying: 
1. (1NIT)p --* 3~: pi(w), 
2. (CONT)pi(w) A w>O+V ,=,,” B, 
3. (TERM) pi(O) + 1 Vi= ,, n B, 
4. (DEC)[*pi(w) A w>O A BJ S,[ED, -+ 30: o-c w A pi(u)], ie D,. 
5. (NOINC)[‘pi(w) A w > 0 A-B,~S,[TE,~ -+ 3~: v < WV A pi(v)], ie I 
6. (IOJE)[“pi(w) A w>O] SW:: *[O,,,i: B, A TB,~ +S,][true] _ . 
FIG. 10. Rule SEFT (strongly equifair termination). 
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whenever the state becomes A-equalized for some “helpful” set of directions A and 
does not increase between consecutive A-equalized states. The “helpful” sets vary as 
the computation proceeds. Thus, an infinite decreasing sequence would occur in the 
presence of infinitely many A-equalized states, in contradiction to well-foundedness. 
As the completeness proof shows, we can always consider an initial sequence of the 
countable ordinals to be the required well-founded partially-ordered set. The mean- 
ing of the proof rule is as follows: INIT, CONT, NOINC and TERM are as for 
UEFT. As for DEC, only D..-equalization has to cause a decrease in rank. 
We show that each decreasing set is infinitely-often jointly enabled by proving 
the strongly-equifair termination of the derived. program (IOJE). The derived 
program conjoins to each guard the negation of joint-enabledness of the directions 
in the decreasing set, and terminates once they do become jointly enabled (or the 
whole original program terminates). Note that the precondition pi(w) may imply 
initial values of the counters of the derived program. 
EXAMPLE. Consider again the program SE augmented with appropriate coun- 
ters (see Fig. 11). Since the first two guards are identical, we omit the test of joint 
enabledness before incrementing the counters. 
We prove c”x = y A z > 0 A cf, z = ck ’ = 0] SECtrue]. 
As the well-founded set we choose the natural numbers N, under the usual 
ordering. The parametrized invariant is 
pi(x, y, z, ct. 2, c$ 2, n) $+ZnaO A 4.2-c;& X-Y) 
to be abbreviated as pi(n). 
The decreasing sets are taken as D,, = { 3 ), n > 0. We now show that the clauses 
of the proof rule are satisfied. 
INIT, CONT, TERM: To initially establish pi(n), we take n = z, the initial value 
of z. pi(n) A n > 0 implies z > 0, and hence the first two guards are enabled. Also, 
pi(O) implies z = 0, and hence, no guard is enabled. 
DEC: Since (D,[ = 1 for all n 2 1, every state satisfies ED”, and we have to show 
[“pi(n) A n >O A z>O A x=y] z:=z- 1[3m: m < n A pi(m)] 
which holds for m = n - 1. 
SE::jx=y * z>o A c~.‘=~~‘=O} 
*[l:z>O~x:=x+1;c~.?=C~.2+1 
ll 
2:z>o-+y:=y+l;c~~:=c~*+1 
0 
3:z>o A x=y-+z:=z-1 
I. 
FIG. 11. Program SE. 
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SE,::{z=n>O A cf,‘-C;.*=X-y} 
*[l:x>o * x#y_tx:=x+1;cf~*:=cf~*+l 
0 
2:z>o A “#y_ry:=y+l;c:,2:=c~2+1 
7 
FIG. 12. Program n,,. 
NOINC: Immediate with the same n, since the first two directions do not 
modify z. 
IOJE: After some trivial simplification, the derived program SE,, for every n > 0, 
is shown in Fig. 12. The initial values of the counters are determined by the precon- 
dition pi(n). 
In order to prove strongly equifair termination of SE,, we choose W= (0, 1 >, 
with 0 < 1. The invariant is 
pi’(x,y,z, c;,~, c$~, w) Zf (z>O A ~f~~-cC:~~=x--y) 
A (M:=l--tx#y) A (w=O+x=y). 
The decreasing set is D, = { 1, 2). We now check that all the clauses of the rule are 
satisfied. 
INIT, CONT, TERM: To establish pi’, take 
i 
1 x#y 
!#= ox=y 
pi’(w) A w > 0 implies w = 1, and hence x # y, so both guards are enabled. 
pi’(O) implies x = y, so both guards are disabled and SE, terminates. 
DEC: The condition E/,,21, i.e., ct,‘= c> 2, implies x = y, hence also pi’(O), which 
means a decrease. 
NOINC: Trivial; take the same w = 1. 
IOJE: The derived program is empty, and hence terminates. 
This completes the proof of SEFT of SE,, and hence of the original program. 
Q::{x=y ,t a=b /, z>O A cf~~=c~~=c~~~=c~~=O~ 
*[1:z>O~x:=x+1;c~~*:=c~~~+r 
0 
2:2>0~[x=~~-ta:=a+1;c~3:=C:.~+1 
0 
x#y+skip];y:=y+l;~~*:=r~~+l 
0 
3:z>O A x=y+b:=b+ 1;c$?=cf3+ 1 
0 
4:z>O A a=b-*z:=z-l 
I. 
FIG. 13. Augmented program Q 
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Q,::*[l:Z>o r\ a#b-tx:=x+l;c:~*:=c~~*+l 
0 
2:z>O A a#b-,[?c=I’~a:=a+l;c~‘:=c~‘fl 
0 
x#):-rskip];y:=~+l;~~*:=c~~~+l 
0 
3:z>O /\ afh A x=y+b:=b+l;c:,‘:=c$+l 
FIG. 14. Augmented program p,. 
EXAMPLE. Consider again the program Q from the beginning of this section, 
augmented with the appropriate counters. We insert the counter incrementation to 
locations in the program where the implied test for joint enabledness would succeed 
(see Fig. 13). 
We prove [“p] Q[true], with p the precondition shown in the figure. We again 
choose W = N and use the parametrized invariant 
pi(x, Y, z, a, h, ct, 2, c:, 2, c$ 3, 12:. 3, n) Zf z = n30 A 
I, 2 Cl -$3=x-y /y 
2. 3 
c2 
- c$ 3 = a - h 
Finally, we take D,= (41, n 30. We omit the verification of all clauses except 
(IOJE). The derived program obtained is Q,, (see Fig. 14). We take W= (0, 1) and 
D, = 12, 3). The invariant is 
pi’@, y, z, a, b, c:- 2, c> 2, c$ 3, c:, 3, w) 
Zf (pi(z) A (w = 1 -+a#b) A (w=O+a=b)). 
We leave it for the reader to verify the first five clauses. As for (IOJE), we obtain 
the derived program Q,,, 1 (see Fig. 15). We again may choose V= { 0, 1 1, 
I,= and the invariant pi’( ..., 21) E d”‘(pi(u) A (v=l -+-u#y) A 
(u = 0 + x = y)), and the verification is now immediate. 
Q.,,::{pi’(w) A w=lj 
*[l:z>O r\ xfy h a#b-rx:=x+l;r~~2:=c~~*+l 
0 
2:z>O A x#y A a#b+y:=y+1;c~2:=c~,*+1;[..~]. 
1. 
FIG. 15. Program p,,. , 
571!33,,3-2 
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THEOREM (SOUNDNESS OF SEFT). 
For a typical iterative statement SE GC: 
Proof Omitted. 
THEOREM (SEMANTIC OMPLETENESS OF SEFT). 
For a typical iterative statement SE GC: 
if k [“p] S[true], then bSEFT [“p] S[true]. _-_ - _ _ 
ProojI The proof is along similar lines to the one in Section 2, the idea being to 
take an infinite, not well-founded tree T,(t,) which is strongly equifair and contract 
it to another infinite tree r,*(tO) which is well-founded (but, of course, not 
necessarily finitely branching as T,(c,) is). The main difference is in the inductive 
definition of the hierarchy of cones, which now takes into account joint enabled- 
ness. We start by defining the concept of a cone relative to a set of (equalized) 
directions A. 
CONE,(t) ef {[) u s a e ( t t occurrences on A-equalization avoiding paths 
originating at <}, The equalizing set A is referred to as the cone’s directive. 
The two properties, the cone exit and the cone chain, will hold again with a 
similar inductive definition of a hierarchy of cones taking into account the 
equalized sets, as seen below. 
Cone Exit. An infinite computation path along which A is infinitely often jointly 
enabled leaves a cone CONE,(<), iff it contains an A-equalized state. 
We now proceed with the modified hierarchical construction of the family of 
cones. 
Induction Basis. Construct C, Ef CONE,,(tO), where A, is any set of directions 
for which an A,-equalization avoiding infinite path leaves to (such an A, exists 
since the program is SEFT by assumption). 
Induction Step. The construction of the descendants C, + ,(<,+ ,) of C,(t,) is 
similar to the unconditional case, with the following two modifications: 
(1) The root ri + 1 is the state determined by the cone-exit property. 
(2) The directive A,+, is determined by considering all sets X s.t. an X- 
equalizing avoiding infinite path leaves ci+ I. Among these sets Ai+ , is the one 
appearing least recently as a cone directive of the sequence of ancestor C,s. This is a 
natural generalization of the principle of maximal variability of cone directives as 
described in more detail in [13]. This construction again satisfies the cone-chain 
property. 
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Cone Chain. There does not exist an infinite chain of descendant cones 
CONE,,(S,), whose roots reside on a computation sequence of T,(<,). 
Suppose such an infinite chain does exist. Consider the infinite path rr* passing 
through all the < ;s. By assumption it is A* strongly unequifair w.r.t. some set of 
directions A*. Thus, there is somej s.t. from 5, onwards (along rr*) no A *-equalized 
state exists. Furthermore, at some point A* is also the set having appeared least 
recently as a cone directive. Therefore, it becomes such a directive, and 7c* does not 
leave that cone at all, contradicting the assumption that it intersects infinitely many 
cones. 
Again we have all that is needed for the construction of T,*({,), which is well- 
founded by the cone-chain property. 
We once again rank each node on TX(&) with countable ordinals. Denote this 
ranking function by p*. One final step is needed before defining the invariant and 
decreasing sets. Recall that the decreasing set D,,, depends on w only. It is our inten- 
tion to choose D,, as the directive of a cone ranked w. However, the ranking 
function p* may be such that cones with the same rank have different directives, 
not allowing uniqueness. A similar problem occurs in the case of strong fairness, 
where a rank shift is produced to induce the required uniqueness [ 133. By this 
procedure, the ranks of the (at most countably many) equiranked cones are 
increased during the ranking procedure. Denote by p the final (shifted) rank thus 
obtained. 
Using the ranking p we are now able to construct the required parametrized 
invariant and decreasing sets. We define: 
pi(5, w) 2’ 35’, A’: [t ECONE,(~‘) A p(CONE,(<‘)) = w] 
v 13{‘, A’: [<E CONE,.(r’)] A p(t) = w. 
As for the choice of decreasing set D,, w > 0 we have again the two possibilities, 
depending whether w is a rank of a cone or of a “simple” node. 
there is a cone CONE, (5) whose rank is M 
otherwise 
We now have to show that the invariant pi and the descending sets as defined 
above satisfy all the clauses of the proof rule. 
INIT, CONT, TERM: As for UEFT. 
DEC: Suppose pi(w) A w >O A Bj holds for some 5, where iE D,.. We dis- 
tinguish between two cases: 
a. 5 E CONE,(t’) A p(CONE,(c’)) = w. In this case, applying direction i in a 
way that causes E, to hold in the resulting state means that the move left the cone, 
and hence the resulting state has a lower rank. 
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b. 5 is ranked UJ and does not reside within a cone. By the construction, it 
either has a finite subtree, or another cone descendant, and all its descendants have 
a lower rank. 
NOINC: Similar. A move either stays within a cone, resulting in a state with the 
same rank, or leaves a cone, resulting in a state with a smaller rank. 
IOJE: The strongly equifair termination of the derived program is discussed 
below. 
First, we note that any execution path of S,, is also (a tail of) an execution path 
of the original program S. Assume that given pi(w) A w > 0, 3,. does not strongly 
equifair terminate. Hence, it contains an infinite strongly equifair execution path 
(otherwise it would not be infinite), starting at the root of a cone ranked u’. Let A 
be the cone directive. Since there does not exist an infinite chain of descendant 
cones, eventually a tail of this path must remain within a cone, which is impossible 
for an infinite strongly equifair execution path. 
This shows that semantically the derived program equifairly terminates. We now 
apply an inductive hypothesis to derive provability by SEFT. The induction is on 
the number of directions. Applying recursion again and again, the guards have the 
form 
This can go on at most until all subsets are exhausted. Thus, at some stage we 
reach a level of proof where in the cone construction r,* = T,, and the original tree 
is finite, at which stage we appeal to NDT (the proof rule for ordinary termination, 
requiring descent along every direction), ~Gtho~t further recursive calls. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The main purpose of this paper is the introduction of a scheduling policy, called 
equifairness, to which the proof method of helpful directions is applicable; further- 
more, the central construction of the completeness proof of the fairness rule, namely 
the cone construction, is naturally generalized and used in the completeness proof of 
the equifairness rule. These two observations shed new light on the power of the 
helpful direction proof method to capture the behavior of larger families of 
schedulers, inducing various restrictions on the infinite behavior of nondeterministic 
(and concurrent) programs, and on the power of the cone construction in obtaining 
semantic completeness proofs for the corresponding proof rules. This work is exten- 
ded in [S], where somewhat more abstract (and uninterpreted) families of restric- 
tions are treated in a similar way. 
It is not surprising that countable ordinals are needed for equifair termination 
proofs and that countable nondeterminism is present, as in the case of fair ter- 
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mination. This seems to be a central property of many natural families of schedulers 
131. 
The theoretical study of various restrictions, generalizing and extending the now 
classical notions of fairness, is becoming an area of research with growing activity, 
for example, see [ 171. In [14] a language is introduced for describing a large 
variety of such restrictions as patterns of marks on paths in infinite trees 
(representing all computations of a nondeterministic program). 
We find the intensification of research in these directions justified: As more 
programming languages displaying nondeterminism and concurrency emerge, the 
more interesting families of schedulers will be the focus of interest. This kind of 
research prepares the ground for their advent. 
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